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The Design Process – Creating a Maquette for Your Client 
 

Your maquette is way of visually formulating what the client tells you they want. It should clearly lay out 

an image of what what you will create on the wall. A successful maquette will demonstrate that you 

have listened, researched, and guided your client to a design that they (and you) are happy with. 

 

Your client(s) depend on the project, but they are the people or groups that you are accountable to. The 

client(s) could be the property owner, the funder, and/or the local community (often represented by a 

community group, a community liaison, etc.).   

 

STEPS 
 

CONNECT 

 apply for the job- you may need to respond to RFP/ RFQ (Request for Proposal/ Request for 

Quote) 

 if have mutual connection (“champion”) who can vouch for you, this makes a difference/ gives 

you a foot in the door 

 put your “best foot forward” – with your Resume/CV/Portfolio and in the way you communicate 

(respond to e-mails and phone calls quickly and in a friendly and professional manner) 

 if the process is a RFQ (Request for Quotations) figure out how you would charge the client 

(measure space, determines approx. time/ cost) and come up with a  realistic Quote (budget) 

 

VISIT WALL/ SITE 

 go to the site – touch the wall! Observe the wall and site in-person!  

 

LISTEN 

 gather a sense of direction going in to the first meeting (client may give you some parameters & 

some photos (i.e. Toronto Zoo will want a desert), but it’s also advisable to take initiative to 

research the area and client(s) 

 showing that you’re respectful and listening helps the client to be confident 

 conversation around design direction/ theme (listen well, let them tell you what they want) 

 have conversation with client first, it may be a long conversation with client to identify the 

objective (listen well & take notes) 

 pay close attention to what the client is saying so you can deliver what they want 

 

SUGGEST 

 sometimes clients know what they want and sometimes they have no idea 

 with clients, demonstrate that you are listening/ respect where they are going but you can 

improve their idea and try to take them in a better direction 

 find photos, make suggestions, “massage” client into your best idea 

 

BACK and FORTH 
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 if client agrees to the overall look you are doing well (otherwise you may not have listened well 

in the first place) 

 agree on main set-up with client (i.e. with narrative murals, establish mid and background) 

 client may often fiddle with details, i.e. the foreground 

 goes through process with client, back and forth until you are both satisfied * you want to 

minimise the back and forth 

 correspond with client through email (a ‘paper trail’ helps you cover your bases, and you can 

refer to the email exchange to confirm what was said/ agreed upon) 

 

 

RENEGOTIATE (if needed) 

 once design has been approved, contracts signed etc., at this point, everyone has agreed on 

plan, there should be no need to go back for forth with client anymore about design 

 if client wants to make changes/ additions you can negotiate around the cost (more of your time 

should = more pay) 

 explain the cost for additions to the design/ changes to your client 

 

START PAINTING 

 don’t start any painting until everything is approved and the contacts are signed 

 execute the mural accurately (based on the agreed upon maquette), the client should rely on 

you to go down the road they agreed to 

 

Mural Creation Tips: Murals on Canvas Process 
 

 Allan uses 12 ounce canvas; roll out 7 feet of canvas and staple to the studio wall (top & bottom) 

 prime the canvas (canvas will shrink and stay flat on the wall) 

 leave room at top & bottom for where staples will go 

 block in design 

 once finished, roll canvas with the help of another person onto a sonotube (prevents cracking) 

 pop out one staple at a time, cut along the top and bottom  

 put mural in box and you can ship it to the wall site 

 wood frame goes along edge  

 install custom to environment 

 if installing canvas outside, requires protection (i.e. awning, metal frame etc.) 

 best part of painting on canvas is that muralist does not have to work on site (can complete 

mural in personal studio, time flexibility) 

 

Mural Creation Tips: Painting Process 

 

 block in two colours first (mid-dark colour & lighter colour) 

 gives you definition 

 then can start adding in shadows by adding a colour that is darker than the mid-dark colour 

 work with a good team with various skills 

 i.e. Allan is fast at blocking in designs quickly & John (assistant) adds in colour 
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Mural Creation Tips: Logistics/ Site Management 
 

 will need permit if your work will impede traffic 

 know where supplies will be placed on site & where they will be stored 

 consider insurance 

 scaffolding needs to be taken down every day (liability) 

 setting up scaffolding takes 30min - 1hour (consider tear down time as well) 

 make sure there’s a bathroom nearby / water supply for water pails, washing supplies 

 where will you spend your breaks? Are there shaded areas or in sun constantly? 

 certain paints – some require training use/ disposal of paint 

 some paints require gloves & masks (epoxy paints) 

 can buy traffic cones from Home Depot 

 

 

Self-Employment Tips: Managing Your Budget 
 

 don’t take a job that won’t pay well/ will be a strain on you 

(unless you have another way to supplement that loss) 

 budget breakdown is used for negotiating with client, managing spending 

 you’ll get to know if you’re over budget 
 use budget to address issues (i.e. using contingency line to cover unexpected cost) 

 if you’re just the painter you need to consider other aspects and put that into your budget 

 approximately $800 for Photoshop digital maquette 

 if don’t want to do scaffolding, include painting crew in budget 

 don’t let logistics deter you if you’re confident that you can run the business aspects of the job 

 

Self-Employment Tips: Proposals (‘Elevator Pitch’) 

 

 keep pitch concise 

 client is concerned about business details like cost, time etc.,  

 get down to the “nuts and bolts” not the “warm and fuzzy” 

 let your image speak for itself 

 explain what the wall is made from, how it will be treated, what paint will be used 

 reassure client, show them you understand materials 

 “You want to sound and appear really prepared” 
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CLASS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 

Question: Is a maquette digital or hand drawn (line drawing)? 

 

Answer: 

 using “maquette” in general sense 

 maquette is design draft (or design proposal) to be presented (Allan’s are done digitally) 

 Allan does design & hires Photoshop expert to put that design onto a photo of the wall 

 Allan includes the charge for Photoshop expert in his budget 

 read your client (when considering your options for type of maquette you will create) 

 uses digital mock-ups to help artist & client reach an agreement and understanding of what is 

going to be done 

 

 traditional form: cut out to scale (on fibre boards), hand paint with acrylic using palette clients 

wants and fold it out (on a table) 

 try to do everything digitally (even if drawing is done by hand at least take a photo of it) 

 it is quicker to send by email exchange 

 

 

Question: Will the client present you with certain guidelines? 

 

Answer: 

 some of them do, some of them don’t 

 sometimes they give you the idea and you have to go collect the best images for the concept 

 they may give you a theme or focus and you run with it 

 

Question: What about copyrighted images? 

 

Answer: 

 depends on images using 

 out of respect for artist/ photographer (whoever owns the rights to the image) try to get 

permission 

 if making money off of the image other than painting the mural (i.e. selling posters of the mural) 

“then you’re in trouble” 

 if selling something with another artists image in it, they want some of the profits 

 

 owner information is in the metadata/ “Properties” (right-click the image) 

 don’t ask for permission until you get the job 

 if artist wants payment for use of image, you can inform client of cost for image or find another 

image 

 

 you can use images for inspiration but then create your own image based on the inspiration 

 (i.e. use your own costuming to re-create the image) 

 can use stock photos, no copyright issues & sometimes no charge 
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Question: Can you organize when murals will be done based on the season? 

 

Answer: 

 works outside until it gets cold, murals generally indoors December – February 

 

Question: Do you charge for design consultation?  What if you do the design and they don’t want it? 

 

Answer: 

 different fees, but he does design charge if gets the job 

 onsite charge 

 don’t spend too much time on the design process unless they’re paying you 

 if you are one of the few selected, you will do a pitch 

 show them your portfolio, you will get approximately five minutes 

 may have to send them a rough sketch, but you don’t want to give away your good idea….“Give 
them a taste” 

 

Question: How do you get your first big job? 

 

Answer: 

1. Respond to Call for Artists  

 outside of Toronto chances are higher, less competition 

(Peterborough, Lindsay, Barrie) 

 a lot of communities are getting into heritage/ downtown murals 

 go to city/ township websites 

 

2. Cold Calls 

 sales pitch to someone with a graffiti problem 

 create a proposal 

 go in with a design & cost 

 

3. Start with working for other artists who are getting jobs 

 

 if you already have the grant to do the mural then interest increases  

(because it comes to the building owner at no cost) 

 BIA’s apply for city funding, then find artist, then find property owner 

 BIA’s also often know who could use your services (i.e. who has graffiti problem) 
 

 “It’s going to get better!”   
 there’s more interest/ money out there now for street art) 

 federal, provincial & municipal funding available for street art 

 

 

 


